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Heads Up!

Through this presentation, there will be notations in short 
hand :

ICD  -  Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator
IMD    -  Implantable Medical Devices
GNU RB -  GNU Radio Blocks
DPSK     -  Differential Binary Phase Shift Keying
FSK  -  Frequency Shift Keying
MICS  -  Medical Implant Communications
USRP  -  Universal Software Radio Peripheral



A Brief Introduction

✗ IMDs are man-made devices which are designed to replace or 
support biological structures like Pacemakers, ICDs, 
implantable drug pumps etc.

✗ This presentation focuses on : 
✗ identifying the security and privacy vulnerabilities of a 

particular model of the ICD
✗ Proposing zero power solutions to the identified 

weaknesses.





Pacemakers

✗ A pacemaker is a small device that’s 
placed under the skin of your chest or 
abdomen to help control abnormal heart 
rhythms. 

✗ This device uses electrical pulses to 
prompt the heart to beat at a normal rate. 

✗ Pacemakers are used to treat heart 
rhythms that are too slow, fast, or 
irregular.



If we are implanting some device into a person, we need to 
have some means of ensuring that the device is working and 
safe.

Below, is a basic kit that uses radio transmission to get a 
feedback on the status of the device.



Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillators

✗ An ICD works in a similar fashion as a 
pacemaker.

✗ ICD continually monitors heart rhythm. 

✗ Sends low-energy pulses to restore heart 
rhythm, but switch to high-energy pulses 
when the low-energy shocks are 
ineffective
 

✗ A healthcare practitioner can use an 
external programmer to : 
✗ Perform diagnostics, 
✗ Read/write private data
✗ Adjust Private settings. 



Related Work and the contributions specific to this study
Past research has focused on 

1. Unintentional failures
2. Survey on a wide range of IMD related issues
3. Cryptographic operations like 

- Authentication by human sensory input
- Short range plain-text key exchange 

This study focuses on 
1. Intentional attacks
2. Patient Notification on cryptographic operations
3. Zero power defenses
4. Key exchange over an acoustic channel rather than an electrical channel



How does Wireless Security come into play?

Analyzing the ICD and its working, we can show that there are 2 key 
components that can be compromised : 

✗ Magnetic Switch 
The switch is key in initiating the ICD to transmit telemetry data such as 
electrocardiogram readings.

✗ Wireless Communication System
✗ Most devices make use of the 175 kHz band (Short range) to 

communicate with the external programmer.
✗ Newer ICDs use 402 – 405 MHz Medical Implants Communication 

band (MICS) as well.



Different attack strategies possible

✗ An adversary with a commercial ICD programmer

✗ A passive adversary who eavesdrops on communications
   between the ICD and a commercial programmer. 

✗ An active adversary who extends the passive adversary
   with the ability to generate arbitrary RF traffic, not 
   necessarily conforming to the expected modulation
   Schemes or FCC regulations.



Reverse Engineering Transmissions

● With the help of an Oscilloscope, it is 
possible to trivially identify 
transmissions from the ICD and the 
ICD Programmer.

● The oscilloscope couldn't be used for 
the complete eavesdrop duration as it 
had a limitation in terms of storage 
(8s)

● The full fledged eavesdropper was 
built using the Universal Software 
Radio Peripheral (USRP) in 
coherence with the GNU Libraries in 
C and Python.   

Reverse engineering is taking apart an object to 
see how it works in order to duplicate or enhance 
the object.
In this case, the oscilloscope allows us to collect 
the data being used in communication to analyze 
how it works.



Observations made from the Oscilloscope

● From the obtained traces, it was observed that:
● ICD and programmer share the same encoding 

scheme.
● ICD used a Differential Binary Phase Shift Keying 

Modulation (DPSK) scheme
● Programmer used a Binary Frequency Shift Keying 

Modulation (BFSK) scheme



In the figure, components from left to right: eavesdropping antenna, 
an ICD, transmitting antenna (mounted on cardboard), and a USRP 
with a BasicTX card attached.



Eavesdropping with a Commodity Software Radio

Steps Involved:

● Establishing a transaction timeline:

● One of the key part of this event is to establish where and when to 
eavesdrop. 

● From the flow of communication, it is possible to narrow down the 
ideal window or time frame to eavesdrop.



Interaction between the ICD and Programmer

Notice how an exchange of the ID and Model number exists 
as part of the data exchange, this was introduced so as to 
ensure only coupled devices could communicate with each 
other.



Inspection using GNU Radio Blocks:

A GNU RB is used to inspect the signals obtained from the narrowed 
down timeline, by translating the DSP blocks into an information flow 
graph

✗ Packetize the bitstreams
✗ Identify patterns in the packets of data (packet limiters and 

delimiters)



Intercepting the patient data:

✗ Patient data being transmitted is easily decipherable
✗ No cryptographic techniques used to encrypt the data exchanged,

ie. upon intercepting, the data is already available in plain-text.

Intercepting the telemetry data:

✗ The ICD begins transmission of data with a magnetic trigger.
✗ Implies, any magnet of sufficient strength could make the ICD initiate  

the telemetry signals .



Replay Attacks using a Commodity Software Radio

Basic Idea is to set the ICD to an unknown
state and replay the desired transmission 
over a loop for a brief period of time.



Possible Replay Attacks

Triggering ICD identification: 

A 1.5-second replay of the auto-identification trace recorded from the 
programmer.
As the auto-identification command is the first set of packets sent by a
programmer in a normal session, no prior synchronization would be 
required.

Disclosing patient data: 

   Following the auto-identification stage, the ICD needs to send         
   information such as patient data to the programmer. This means,
   Upon initiating a replay with auto-identification, the programmer          
   could request for patient data from the ICD.



Changing patient details:

Replay traces where the programmer changes the patient name and 
other details stored in the ICD. The replay usually is repeated many 
times to ensure that the intended attack is effective.

Setting the ICD’s clock :

The ICD’s clock allows it to record timestamps in its event log and can 
be set from a menu on the programmer. 

Modifying Therapies :

Therapies are the ICD’s responses to cardiac events. A programmer 
can be used to enable and personalize therapies for an individual's
medical needs or to disable the device’s lifesaving functions.



Denial of Service Attacks:

The ICD could be forced to remain in a mode in which it continually 
engages in wireless communications. This would mean that it would be 
incapable of catering to the functionality required of it at a life threatening 
time.

Induced fibrillation :

The programmer’s user interface provides safeguards to make it difficult 
for a physician to accidentally issue a command shock when the ICD’s 
therapies are disabled.
A successful replay attack would allow an adversary to bypass the  
programmer using a software radio and could circumvent these 
safeguards



USRP Setup

● Single board FPGA with swappable interface cards.

● USRP records signals in a format interconvertible 
with the oscilloscope.

● Sampling rate upto 8 MHz

● Sampling Rate used : 500 kHz



Observations made from the USRP

● On analysis of captured trace and using the 
trivial identification of the modulation 
schemes from the oscilloscope analysis:
– Programmer uses BFSK – 150 kHz and 200 kHz

– ICD uses DPSK with bit stuffing

– Encoding Scheme – Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZI)

– End of Frame Delimiters



Frequency Shift Modulation (FSK)

● Different states 
are represented 
by different 
frequencies.

● 1 is represented 
by 200 kHz

● 0 is represented 
by 150 kHz



Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK)

● Change of phase for 1

● Retain same phase for 0



Zero Power Authentication

● Simple Challenge-response protocol based on RC5.

● The model is as follows:
– All commercial programmers know a master key Km

– Each IMD has a unique serial number I and a key K=f(Km,I) 
where f is a cryptographically strong pseudo random function.

– The programmer transmits an authentication request to WISP

– WISP responds with its identity I and a nonce N

– The programmer computes K to get the IMD specific key and 
returns a response R = RC5(K,N)

– The WISP computes the same value and verifies it with R. And if 
authentication was successful, it will notify the IMD through a 
GPIO Pin.



Observations made from the USRP

● On further analysis, it was evident that the communication 
was in plaintext. 

● The following fields were identified:
– Frame Delimiters

– Patient's Name

– Date of Birth

– Medical ID Number

– Name and phone number of treating physician

– Model and serial number of ICD

And more!



Proposed Counter-measure

● WISPer – Zero power wireless notification

– Postage stamp sized RFID Circuit

– TI MSP430F1232 Microcontroller

● 256 bytes RAM

● 8KB Storage

– Audible alerts generated through a piezo-element

–  Harvests energy from a 915 MHz RF Signal generated by Alien ALR-
9640 nanoscanner – a UHF RFID Card Reader.

– Implements simple challenge-response protocol.



Zero Power Authentication

● Simple Challenge-response protocol based on RC5.

● The model is as follows:
– All commercial programmers know a master key Km

– Each IMD has a unique serial number I and a key K=f(Km,I) 
where f is a cryptographically strong pseudo random function.

– The programmer transmits an authentication request to WISP

– WISP responds with its identity I and a nonce N

– The programmer computes K to get the IMD specific key and 
returns a response R = RC5(K,N)

– The WISP computes the same value and verifies it with R. And if 
authentication was successful, it will notify the IMD through a 
GPIO Pin.





Zero Power Sensible Key Exchange

● Programmer initiates this protocol by supplying an unmodulated RF 
Carrier signal which powers the passive component of the IMD

● IMD generates random session key and broadcasts it as a 
modulated sound wave

● This signal can be demodulated by placing a microphone in close 
proximity to the IMD. 

● This signal is not audible at an appreciable distance over 
background noise



Evaluation of Wisper

● Sound Pressure Level (SPL) was measured using a 
sound level meter

● Reference value – 20 micropascals

● Initial Tests:
– Buzzing Volume at a distance of 1m : 67 dB SPL

– Normal Conversation : 60 dB SPL

– Vacuum Cleaner at a distance of 3m : 70 dB SPL  

● Then WISPer was implanted 1cm beneath bacon with 
4cm of ground beef packed under it. 

● The  observed sound at the surface of the tissue : 84 
dB SPL



● Cryptographic techniques including encryption 
and key management are solely dependent on the 
model specifics.

● For the key exchange mechanism, FSK modulation 
with a baud rate of 310 Bd, 128 bit nonce was 
used.

● It performed key exchange without external 
supply and the signal was measured at 75 dB SPL 
through a human hand

● Noise emitted by the electrical components can be 
reduced by radio shielding or using optical links 
between security sensitive modules.



Conclusion

● ICDs are :
–  Potentially susceptible to malicious attacks that violate the 

privacy  of the patient's information.

– May experience malicious alteration to the integrity of 
information or state of device

● The proposed 3 solutions counter the above stated 
problems in an power effective way
– Zero Power Authentication

– Zero Power Notification

– Zero Power Key Exchange
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